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View and activation of the
eight loudspeakers/channels.

Global view

The eight outputs
level meters (from
top to bottom.

The two inputs
level meters.

Spectral section : divides the left and
right audio inputs into four frequency
bands that van be placed on the 2D 
representation space.

Cinetic section : analyzes the frequency and 
the amplitude of the left and right audio inputs.
The resulting values are used to move the  two
balls in the 2D view which are responsible of the
sound movements (depends on the proximity of
each virtual loudspeaker).

2D representation space :
used to set the spatial position of the eight virtual loudspeakers,
the eight frequency bands of the Spectral section, the two balls
of the Cinetic section, and the two "bubbles" of the Reverb section.

Selection of the inputs channels :
mono (left only) or stereo.

Levels controls of the four sections.
When the level is 0 the spatial controls
are automatically hidden on the 2D space.

FX activation :
- On = red
- Bypass = grey

Separated levels for the
eight output channels OR
Delays of the four surround
channels. 

Fourth channel's behaviour OR
Center / Surround equalizer.
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A yellow light shows that this channel is currently processed :
with a filter for the Center and the LFE channel, or with Delays
for the surround channels.

The 2D space : the virtual loudspeakers and the output channels

Note :
The eight output channels are named accordingly to the
Wave_Extensible_Format standard.
Depending on the surround settings and the speakers
arrangement, they can correspond to other logical 
channels.

In all cases, the channel numbers correspond to the
output numbers of the plugin, conform to the ITU-
SMPTE standard as following :

1 = FL = Front Left
2 = FR = Front Right
3 = Center
4 = LFE (or full channel)
5 = BL = Back Left = Surround Left in 5.1
6 = BR = Back Right = Surround Right in 5.1
7 = SL = Side Left = Front Left of Center in SDDS
 (also = Back Center in 6.1)
8 = SR = Side Right = Front Right of Center in SDDS

2D position of each virtual loudspeaker.
It can be proportional or not to the spatial
position of the real loudspeakers, depending on
the kind of spatialization you want to achieve.
See the examples at the end of this document.

The 2D spatial settings
The position of the objects in the 2D view can correspond or not to the real positions of the loudspeakers.
Since the level of the sound corresponding to a specific object (the balls of the Cinetic Section, the bands of the Spectral Section or the "bubbles"
of the Reverberation) is calculated according to its proximity to the virtual loudspeakers, you can group them differently to obtain special 
movements or envelopments.
A tutorial will soon be available for all the AcousModules that use this spatialization technique.
The level values view at the lest bottom of the plugin can help to find the better positions and Area values (see page 7).

These buttons act both as switches to show/hide
the virtual loudspeakers in the 2D view and 
activate/mute the corresponding audio output.
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The Cinetic Section

The yellow light indicates that the Cinetic section
is activated when the Volume control value in the 

Mixer is not 0.

Spatial position of the two 2D objects that controls
the left and right audio level send to the audio outputs.

Activation of the 
analysis for each input.

Locker. When it is turned off, the Cinetic section can be used like any other "surround pan" 
and you can move the two controllersin the 2D space where you want freely with the mouse 
or MIDI joysticks. The movements can also be automated in the host. 
When it is turned on, the movement of the blue and red balls is controlled by the values which
 are analyzed below, according to the Target settings.

Notes :
Since the sonority of the sound is not modified by this section, you can use it as a "direct" output on the 
loudspeakers that you want, and mix it together with the processed signal coming from the Spectral or 
the LCRS sections.
Another possibility is to use a high Area value to spread the inputs on all the outputs, and play with the 
individual output levels and the surround channels Delays and Phases.

Amplification curve. Equivalent to the "pan law"
setting found in stereo panning, but more powerfull...

Purpose : make automatic movements that depends on the nature of the sound. 
It can be subtle when used together with the Spectral section or very dynamic.
It is not intended to work on mixes but on individual sounds.

Smoothing setting, a high value
means  smoother movements...

Default position of the left and
right controllers in the 2D space.

Pitch tracker settings, actually
based on the louder spectral part.

Volume tracker settings.

Area setting, changes how the proximity between each
virtual loudspeaker and the two cinetic controllers (the

blue and the red balls) in the 2D view will affect the sound
level on each audio output.

A value of 100 corresponds to the full length
of the 2D view, a setting of 25 to the half.

Amplitude of the movement, can be positive or negative.
Double-click to reset it at the default center value

(=no movement).

Target parameter : left or right input
object, horizontal or vertical movement. 

Numeric value of the current setting.
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Spectral section

High band control object (left channel)

Mid-High band (left channel)

Mid-Low band (left channel)

Low band (left channel)

Band levels (0 to 100 %),
when the value is 0 the

corresponding object in the
2D view is hidden.

Crossover filters
cutoff frequencies.

Frequency value of the
selected crossover filter

Explainations : 
Each input channel (Left and Right) is divided into four spectral bands by three filters, then each band can be placed and moved in the 2D zone.
Since the Spectral section outputs can be mixed together with the non processed inputs coming from the Cinetic section, it is possible to combine
them to obtain subtle  spatial images or hard spectral transformations that can be associated with the loudspeakers.
A tutorial will explain this better... later.

The yellow light indicates that
the Spectral section is active

(done when the Spectral Level
value in the Mixer is not 0).

Numeric value of the current setting.

Area setting, changes how the proximity
between each virtual loudspeaker and the
eight bands controllers in the 2D view will
affect the band's levels on each audio output.
A value of 100 corresponds to the full length
of the 2D view, a setting of 25 to the half.

Amplification curve for the eight bands outputs,
and the reverb outputs.
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Reverb

The Reverb section does not intend to replace a true reverberation plugin
but can be used to reinforce some spatial images.
Its main advantage is its integration among the other sections and the ability to
automate its spatial position in the host.

If you need a real multichannel reverb to process the Surroundizer's outputs,
you can try Vogengo's PristineSpace (8 inputs / ouputs) or the excellent
WizzoVerb W5 (5 inputs / outputs). The AcousModules' SpatVerb 55 is very far
from approaching the sound quality of the previous ones but has some nice features and is free...

The amplification curve is common
for the Reverb and the Spectral sections.

The yellow light indicates that the Reverb
section is active (done when the Reverb control
value in the Mixer is not 0).

Spatial position of the two 2D objects that
controls the level of reverberation on the
eight audio outputs.

High frequencies damping, a higher
value means a less bright sound.

Selects what part of the signal is
processed by the reverb :
- Direct Input = the two audio plugin's inputs
- High Band
- Hi-Mid Band
- Lo-Mid Band 
- Low Band
... the filtered bands of the Spectral Section

The simulated size of the room,
also means the duration of the tail.

Apparent diffusion of the sound.

Area setting, changes how the proximity
between each virtual loudspeaker and the
two "bubles" objects in the 2D view will
affect the reverb levels on each audio output.
A value of 100 corresponds to the full length
of the 2D view, a setting of 25 to the half.
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Audio output levels settings & spatial levels controls readings  

Surround channels Delays

Sections mixer

Center & surround channels EQ

Channel 4 / LFE

Frequency
(100 to 1000 Hz)

Bandwidth

Gain : +/- 24 dB

The plugin's output levels,
0 to 100 %

Control level values (read only),
depends on the proximity between
a controller and a virtual loudspeaker, 
and the Area and Curve settings.
Only the active channels are visible.

Choose to view the
Cinetic controls levels

(blue arrow) or the
Spectral controls

levels (green arrow). 

Levels from 0 to 100 %.
When 0, the corresponding section

is unactive and its 2D objects
are hidden in the 2D space.

Switches between processed
(LFE channel or .1 behaviour) and 

unprocessed (full band 4th channel).

24 dB low-pass filter, frequency
value between 20 and 200 Hz.

4th channel level, only when
working in LFE mode,
from -60 to +18 dB.

Idem...

Parametric filter for the
Center channel (# 3).

Parametric filter for the
Surround channels (# 5/6).

Independant delay values

Global delay value

If the corresponding delay value is 0
this settings changes the phase, if not
it is e feedback setting.

Activation of the levels
settings, if Off all
outputs are at max value.
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Examples of arrangements of the virtual loudspeakers.

Explaination :
- the Area setting is at the maximum value and the distance between the blue ball controller
and the eight virtual loudspeakers is low, their exact position has no importance, they only
have to be near each other to be sure that the sound is sent equally to every output
=> the left input's sound is sent on all outputs according to the values of the eight output
level sliders below.

Explaination :
- the five virtual loudspeakers are equally distant from each other
(we assume that the real loudspeakers are set according to the 5.0 standard)
- the cinetic section is unlocked
=> it is possible to spatialize the two audio inputs along a circle around the
listener with two MIDI controllers or a Joystick, the two balls position can also
be  automated in the host.
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Explaination :
- the seven virtual loudspeakers are equally distant from each other, their order corresponds to an open circle  from back left to back right
- the pitch tracker analayzis the left audio input and sends the value to the horizontal movement of the left controller
- all other trackers and modulations are inactive
- the Area setting is very low (the distance between each virtual loudspeaker is very low)
=> it produces an automatic pan by moving the blue ball controller on the line.

to be continued !...
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Default MIDI controllers numbers 
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